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Adult Coloring Book. Featuring over 100 stunning designs, this remarkable coloring book celebrates

the best in tattoo art. From classic flowers and celtic designs to fantastic beasts and cultural motifs

from around the world, each page is crying out for some ink. Coloring is a fantastic way to inspire

both mindfulness and creativity, improve coordination, and hone artistic skill. Everyone has an inner

artist just waiting to be released, and what could be more satisfying a canvas than a beautiful piece

of body art?
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I color to relax just about every evening, even if it's only for a few minutes. Old school tattoo styles

are inspiring to me. This book has them all. If you've ever dreamed of designing your own tattoo

then here you go. With over 100 tattoo designs for you to color there has to be a few that catch your

eye. From the softness of the traditional rose to the rough and tumble dragons this book delivers

what old school says to me over tattoo history. There's Celtic knotwork, dragons, sugar skulls, birds,

felines, and lots and lots of animals. There is something for everyone in this book. If my review has

helped you in any way, could you please click the like button!

I did not purchase this book on  but purchased it at a resale book store so I did not pay full price. I

would not have purchased it at full price but I'm glad I bought it. I really like the pictures in the book.

It has intricate and large pictures for all levels of coloring.Cons: while coloring with coloring pencils



the ink from the back page rubs on the page opposite of it and I could not erase it. It's easily solved

by placing a piece of white paper behind the page you are coloring. (I have included a couple

pictures that show the transfer of ink) - Every page has some part that is previously colored in with

dark blue ink. It doesn't bother me too much but I'm sure most people will hate it - More than a few

of the larger pictures are on both pages facing each other. I also have pictures showing this.There

are a few cons but they don't bother me too much personally. I do love the quality of pictures!

Was not what was expected...almost all the pictures in the book were already half colored in.

Couldn't really color much inside the book!

The designs are beautiful! But there is some blue parts pre-filled on every page and I don't like that!

I want to color it myself. Who's idea was that? It wasn't a good idea.

Okay to be honest I thought it was going to be stupid for the price it is but I got the book and I am

amazed by it the the designs are wonderful in it the cover of the book is simply appealing to me and

it is so much fun! I love it worth the money and remember don't judge a book by the price ha

I bought this coloring book for my daughter. I really don't care for this kind of book but it made her

happy. My daughter has medical problems and stays indoors most of the time but these adult

coloring cheers her up. Thank you.

I honestly thought the pages would be empty for myself to color, but it has blue splatters all over

each page, and the pages have some of the work already done for you. Pretty crappy when you're

expecting to put your own thoughts all over the pages....

The imagery in this book is great, but there are sections filled in with dark blue that don't make any

sense to be colored in, like the teeth of a tiger, the head of a heraldic lion, or a chunk in the middle

of a Celtic knot. I can still color in it, but some of these are rendered unusable because of that

choice.
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